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Abstract—This study employs a method based on image analyses and structure information to detect accumulated ice on known structures. The icing of marine vessels and offshore structures causes significant reductions in their efficiency and creates unsafe working conditions. Image processing methods are used to measure ice loads automatically. Most image processing methods are developed based on captured image analyses. In this method, ice loads on structures are calculated by defining structure coordinates and processing captured images. A pyramidal structure is designed with nine cylindrical bars as the known structure of experimental setup. Unsymetrical ice accumulated on the structure in a cold room represents the actual case of experiments. Camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are used to define structure coordinates in the image coordinate system according to the camera location and angle. The thresholding method is applied to capture images and detect iced structures in a binary image. The ice thickness of each element is calculated by combining the information from the binary image and the structure coordinate. Averaging ice diameters from different camera views obtains ice thicknesses of structure elements. Comparison between ice load measurements using this method and the actual ice loads shows positive correlations with an acceptable range of error. The method can be applied to complex structures defining structure and camera coordinates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

S t r u c t u r e icing is a phenomenon influencing marine and offshore activities during cold seasons in Arctic regions [1]-[3]. Monitoring ice conditions plays an important role to apply de-icing in proper situations. Models have been established to predict the amount of ice load on marine structures [3], [4]. Ice detection and ice load measurements are challenges in marine icing research and have been investigated for years [5]-[7].

Current methods for modeling and measuring ice loads are based on physical properties, which need expensive equipment to be measured, and human interference, which causes safety hazards. Developing algorithms to predict and remove ice accumulation is automatically an essential component to reduce hazards and cost [1]. Image processing techniques have been established for ice monitoring, and are used to calculate the ice thickness on power transmission lines. The ice thickness on transmission lines is calculated applying edge detection and thresholding algorithms. Ice thicknesses are calculated by the subtraction of uniced and iced line thicknesses [8]. In another study, two cameras are employed to capture images of an iced power transmission lines. The matched corresponding points are found in the images establishing correlation methods. The edges of accumulated ice are detected using 3D coordinates obtained from two existing images [9]. The ice thickness of a cylindrical structure is measured employing a thermal camera. Thermal imaging is not affected by background color and light [10]. The combination of visual and thermal imaging is conducted to calculate the ice thickness on a structure and leads to detect the ice area more accurately than using a single type image [11]. Current image based methods can measure ice thickness on simple structures. Ice load measurements based on image processing for complicated structure can provide more advantages for ice monitoring.

In this paper, a method for ice load measurement defining the information of a known structure is developed. Using the structure information and camera position, a scheme of the structure is drawn in the image frame. An experimental setup is performed to capture images and obtain real measured data. Applying the threshold method and a morphological algorithm, the ice area is extracted from captured images. The ice load of each component of the structure is calculated and the total ice load is then obtained by the summation of component ice loads.

II. METHODOLOGY

M e t h o d o l o g y

Intersection nodes of the structure and its bar elements are defined in a determined coordinate system. This coordinate system is named the world coordinate system. The world coordinate system is converted to the camera coordinate system using extrinsic parameters, including rotation matrix, R, and translation matrix, t. These two matrices show the camera position and angle with respect to the world coordinate system. To obtain the structure coordinate in the image plane, intrinsic parameters are calculated using camera calibration. Intrinsic parameters are defined as a matrix, K, including focal length, image coordinate system origin, and correction parameters. Equation (1) shows converting a point in the world coordinate system, \( P_{wc} \), to the image coordinate system, \( P_{ic} \), using intrinsic and extrinsic parameters [12].

\[
P_{ic} = K[R|t]P_{wc}
\]  

(1)

Using (1), each intersection node of the structure, \( P_i \), with the coordinate of (\( X_i, Y_i, Z_i \)) in the world coordinate system is
transformed to $p_i$ with the coordinate of $(x_i, y_i)$ in the image coordinate system. The connections between the intersection nodes are defined in the image plane. Fig. 1 illustrates the coordinate conversion. Using this method, the structure is traced in the image plane according to the camera position and angle without capturing any image. The schemed structure is then restored in a binary format.
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Fig. 1 Structure coordinates conversion from a 3D to a 2D coordinate system

Images are captured when ice is fully accumulated and stable. The Otsu thresholding method is used to detect the iced structure in the image [13]. The result of this method is a binary image with a value of 1 for the iced structure and a value of 0 for the background. As the block diagram in Fig. 2 illustrates, the result of ice detection is combined with the result of structure detection to calculate ice thickness for each part of the structure. Predetermination of the structure coordinates in the image, shown in Fig. 1, helps to remove irrelevant areas detected as ice in the created binary image.
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of ice load measurement

To find the ice thickness of each element independently, the data corresponding to the joints between the elements of the structure are removed in the binary image. This occurs using the joint coordinates, $p_i$, obtained in the image coordinate system. Fig. 3 shows the settling of ice and a selected part of the structure after removing the joints. The thickness of the element, $r_i$, is calculated using its detected surface area, $S_i$, in the binary image and its length, $h_i$, which are shown in (2). The thickness values are calculated counting the number of ice pixels. Using camera parameters, the thickness values are obtained in the metric system [14]. Employing the calculated ice thicknesses, ice density, $\rho$, element length, $l$, and element radius, $r_e$, the ice load of each element, $m_i$, is calculated in (3). The total ice load, $M$, is concluded by the summation of the calculated element ice loads.
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Fig. 3 Ice accumulated on the structure

$$r_i = S_i / 2h_i \quad (2)$$

$$m_i = \rho \pi l (r_i^2 - r_e^2) \quad (3)$$

$$M = \sum m_i \quad (4)$$

This algorithm calculates the ice thickness of elements including overlaps. In the case where two elements of the iced structure are detected as a single element in the binary image, the detected ice thickness will be larger than each iced element thickness. The difference between real thicknesses and detected thicknesses is estimated by the surface area surrounded by the elements. Subtracting surface between these two elements from the measured ice surface area in the binary image is used to calculate the ice thickness of elements overlapped.

Different ice thicknesses are calculated based on camera positions and angles of view. Fig. 4 shows an elliptical cross section of a cylinder covered by ice in three different views. Locating the camera in the point view1, the ice cross section seems a circle with a diameter equal to the minor axis of the ellipse, $D_1$. A larger circle with a diameter of $D_3$ is detected if the camera is located at point view3. Setting the camera in point view2, a medium-size circle with diameter $D_2$ is obtained and its surface area is closer to the ellipse surface area. Calculating different ice thicknesses from different views may cause underestimation or overestimation. The average of the calculated ice thicknesses from different views provides more accurate ice thickness estimations.
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Fig. 4 The schematic of an iced structure with ellipse cross section from different views

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A set of experiments was conducted in a cold room with a
temperature of $-20 \pm 1^\circ$C. Nine cylindrical elements with a diameter of 1 cm are welded to form a pyramidal structure, Fig. 5. The geometry of the complex structure is known. The length of the legs of the structure is 15 cm and the other bars lengths are 30 cm. The structure is unsymmetrically covered by saline ice with a salinity of 35‰. The ice load is measured 700 g using an accurate digital scale.

The structure is located on a circular disk graded from $0^\circ$ to $360^\circ$ to provide different angles of view. The disk is able to rotate around its center in intervals of $15^\circ$. The origin point of the world coordinate system is located at the center of the disk. The structure intersection node coordinates and the connection between them are defined with respect to the world coordinate system. The camera is located at a distance of 65 cm and a height of 15 cm with respect to the center of the disk. Disk rotation provides 24 various views of the structure for camera imaging, see Fig. 6.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The steps described in the methodology section were applied to the captured images to calculate ice loads on the structure. Fig. 7 (b) shows the result of tracing the structure in the image plane according to the camera position and the structure coordinates. In this case, the disk is located at the angle of $0^\circ$. Comparison between Figs. 7 (a) and (b) shows a good agreement between the image and the tracing of the structure. The ice area is detected using the Otsu thresholding method on this image by creating a binary image, Fig. 7 (c). Defining the structure coordinate, the joints between connected elements are removed to obtain the ice thickness of each element. The ice thicknesses of six structure elements are calculated independently, while overlaps appear in three elements. Ice thicknesses for elements with overlaps are estimated using this method.

The algorithm calculates ice thicknesses for these four elements by subtracting the measured ice area and the area surrounded by elements. One of the elements appears short in the image; removing the corresponding joints in this case leads to eliminating ice detected on this element. The ice thickness of an element with similar properties is assigned as the thickness of this element.

Fig. 8 shows the results of image processing under the condition that the disk is rotated to $30^\circ$. In this case, the overlap involved four elements in the binary image, Fig. 8 (a). Fig. 9 shows the ice detection and joint movement at the
angle of 165°. The ice thicknesses of four elements are calculated independently and ice thicknesses of other elements are estimated using the proposed method. At this angle, most structure elements are located in the camera view with a smaller ice diameter. As a result, underestimation of ice load calculation is expected.

Fig. 9 Image processing results for the structure located at the angle of 165°; (a) Ice detection results, (b) Removing the joints using the structure scheme

Fig. 10 illustrates the numerical results of the ice load calculated in different 24 views and the actual ice load which is measured 700 g using a calibrated scale. Calculated ice loads fluctuate about the value of the actual ice load. Ice loads in different angles are mostly calculated with an error less than 20 percent. Overestimation and underestimation of the calculated ice load appear frequently. This fluctuation is the result of locating structure elements in different camera views, which is explained in the methodology section. For example, the majority of structure elements are presented in the image frame with their larger diameters at the location of 240°. At this location, the ice load is calculated 834 g, which is high overestimation at this angle. In another case, where the disk is located at 165°, the ice load is calculated approximately 550 g. This underestimation is due to appearing smaller diameters of the iced structure in the camera view. The average of ice load obtained at different angles is 670 g. This result shows a good agreement between the numerical results and the actual ice load. The average of calculated ice load is very close to the actual ice load value with an approximately 4 percent error.

Fig. 10 Comparison between the calculated and measured ice loads

V. CONCLUSION

A numerical process is developed for ice detection and ice load measurement on a known structure applying an image processing method. A scheme of the structure is drawn in the image plane using the structure coordinates, camera position, and camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. The images of the iced structure are captured employing a camera located at the position used for tracing the structure schematic. The iced structure is detected in a binary image considering the Otsu thresholding method. As a result, the ice thickness of each component of ices structure is calculated. Overestimation and underestimation in ice thickness measurements occur due to the camera angle of view. The majority of the ice load measurements show a good agreement with the actual ice load value. However, in some cases, about 20 percent error occurs. Calculating the average of the ice loads neutralize the effect of over and underestimation, and the ice load is reported with less than 4 percent error.
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